
       Thursday 17 Aug 2017 

Market Price Indications 
Only 

Last Year 27 July 3 Aug 11 Aug 17 Aug 

London Wht (£/mt) 
 (Jul 17 contract) 

131.20 146.75 143.25 141.25 139 

UK SoyMeal  
ex Humberside SPOT 

329 287 275 284 287 

UK Rapemeal  
Ex Liverpool SPOT 

183 172 168 167 171 

UK Wheatfeed  
d. Sherburn SPOT 

127 126 124 123 123 

UK Barley  
d. Sherburn SPOT 

115 130 130 130 129 

Currency £/$ 1.3157 1.3073 1.3143 1.2966 1.2883 

 
WHEAT: Harvest pressure continues to prevail.  
 UK wheat harvest is progressing well across the country, alleviating any nearby availability concerns and helping to reduce regional 

spreads, with nearly half of the UK wheat crop harvested. 

 As consensus of a very large Russian wheat crop grows, the cash offered price is falling, in turn increasing the pressure on EU prices. Even 
figures as high as an 80Mmt wheat crop has been suggested but the Russian’s (IKAR), which is massive (compared to last year’s 72.5Mmt 
or the next largest crop in 2008 of 63.7Mmt) and will depends on spring wheat yields to be realised – due to the lower yields prevents 
linear extrapolation – but the spring wheat does grow further north, where the weather has been near ideal. 

 EU seasonal wheat exports are already more than 1.25Mmt behind last year’s export pace, as the weight of current global supply weighs 
on market fundamentals.  

 Southern Canadian plains have been, and continue to be forecast, on the dry side of normal. This could result in the crop having to be 
reduced in subsequent official updates and putting yet more strain on global milling supplies. We wait for the official (StatsCan) Canadian 
update at the end of the month for further clarity. 

 US spring wheat harvest is 40% complete, with winter reported to be 97% complete. US spring wheat, the leader of the summer rally, 
have seen prices trade this week almost $2/bu (-24%) off the highs set in early July. 

 Egypt’s GASC bought 355kmt of wheat this week (295kmt from Russia and 60kmt from Ukraine) in their latest round of buying, some $10 
better than they last paid – reflecting the fall in global prices.  

 Australian weather has improved, stabilizing the crop, but still with some months to get through before the crop is made. 
 

BARLEY: New crop spreads narrowing to wheat. 
 Saudi were reported to have bought 660kmt of barley at the weekend from the Black Sea, with the Russian crop expected to be larger 

than first reported and the USDA’s 18.5Mmt – maybe as high as 21Mmt.  
 

MAIZE/CORN: Crop tours seen supporting some of the USDA’s production optimism.  
 Monday’s crop condition report showed the G-E ratings improve by 2%, despite the market airing on the side of a further reduction, 

breaking the recent declining ratings trend, with the first improvement in 6 weeks. Noticeably improvements came from the plains, which 
saw additional rainfall recently (too late for the spring wheat but not to aid the corn crops). Weather forecast look considerably better for 
most of the pivotal areas affected by the recent dry/warm weather, which will contribute to the current bearish sentiment. 

 ‘Better’ forecast rains for Iowa were only realised for a quarter of the state, underwhelming market expectations.  

 Physical crop assessments from the numerous crop tours reporting their findings over the next few weeks will help steer a wider 
consensus of yield potentials in the US corn crop. Risk premiums should decline as a result as the risk window gently closes.   

 The large safrinha corn crop in Brazil is being reported as contributing to storage and logistic issues in Brazil, coming only months after a 
record soybean production. Stocks could be held into next year’s crop, in part as a risk hedge, causing deferred pricing pressure if another 
large Brazilian production year is realised.  

 Ukrainian crop tours are happening, as they are in the US, as harvest is only a couple of weeks away. Reports of a surveyed 26.5Mmt crop 
potential, under that of the last USDA report [28.5Mmt].  
 

WHEATFEED: Nearby prices under pressure from lack of demand  
 Ideal weather for grazed land and ruminant sectors, is resulting in the demand side equation is lower than the supply. 
 

SOYMEAL: US meal futures retest recent lows. 
 A larger than expected NOPA July crush figure was published this week, the second largest July figure on record. 

 Disappointing rainfall versus the forecast for Iowa and December futures under $300 for the first time since June has brought some 
additional buying interest to the market today. 

 Additional ‘flashes’ for new crop sales to China were seen this week, coinciding with a delegation of buyers from China in Iowa. 

 US old crop export sales were up noticeably from last week, at 450kmt, with new crop sales at 900kmt and export shipments were 740kmt 

 The Argentine Peso opened this week 2.6% firmer than it ended last week, and trading as much as 4% lower this week. Will not help the 
global soymeal price, or the firming premium situation, as it’s likely to contribute towards farmers’ holding their bean and not selling.  
 

RAPEMEAL:  
 Continental rape meal levels have firmed this week as the Euro pulls back from recent highs against the Dollar. 

 Uncertainties remain regarding the Australian canola crop, due to early growing season dryness’ impact on yields. 
 

The information contained within this report is given in good faith and without liability. Any opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. 
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